
 

I f  “Spinal Tap” taught us anything, i t’s that the line between rock ’n’ roll and parody is very 
thin, indeed. (Actually, Frank Zappa showed us the same thing, only 20 years earlier.) 
“Tight ”  chronicles the transition of four porn stars into a touring rock ensemble of the same 
name. Originally intended as a raunchy reality mini-series — Showtime’s “Family Business,” 
comes to mind — “Tight ”  looks about as véri té offstage as “Honey Boo Boo.” As far as I  can 
tell , i t  can only be seen here on DVD and a couple of adult websites. Tight, the band, is 
comprised of Monica Mayhem, Layla Labelle, Tuesday Cross and Alicia Andrews. I t’s managed 
by Bree Olson, whose 15 minutes of fame came when Charlie Sheen introduced her to the 
world as his “goddess.” Conveniently, most of the band’s dates are booked in strip clubs, 
where they can take off their tops and there’s a good chance someone in the audience will 
recognize them. Each night, too, one of the ladies throws a “golden condom” into the 
audience, giving whichever guy or gal who catches it an opportuni ty for extracurricular 
activi ty. I f  the women play to type and appear to enjoy making music together, Olson’s 
inabili ty to manage becomes apparent when she hires her hayseed Hoosier “cousin” to be the 
band’s road manager. The dork spends most of his t ime ogling the ladies and eating sardines 
from the can with his hands. At i ts best, “Tight”  provides some goofy fun for porn fans – the 
band took first place in Howard Stern’s “XXX Factor”  – and, at worst, i t’s unwatchable. The 
same can be said about most reality series, though. The DVD adds deleted scenes, music 
videos, concert footage, a photo gallery and liner notes 
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